The Ivy Network, LLC

Rising with Edge Women’s Leadership Program
a unique program designed for emerging women leaders

Why The Ivy Network Edge Program?
The Ivy Network Edge Programs engage a three-pronged approach specially designed by women for
women. Recognizing the unique experiences and demands of professional
women, we created this comprehensive approach leading women through steps
that include introspection, learning women-centered skills and creating a
complete strategy to bring into your work place and life.

Introspection gives us

Skills focus on topics specific

an opportunity to
explore who we truly
are, what we really want
and how we can reach
our vision.

to women providing you with
concrete approaches that will
strengthen your leadership
abilities and make you a more
confident women leader.

You will graduate with a
comprehensive “toolbox”
of strategies and a vision
to achieve your potential,
purpose and success;
further elevating your
power and influence.

Bolder Stronger Leader

Why is Rising with Edge for you?
Rising with Edge is a program aimed at high potential emerging leaders who are new to leading a team/
project, or who are seeking a leadership role. This program is tailored towards those who want to build,
shape and advance their leadership skills. This four-week course will show you innovative steps to be a
more confident powerful leader and give you a greater understanding of how to avoid the hurdles to
reaching your leadership potential.

Teaching to embrace your power & lead like a woman
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Rising with Edge Women’s Leadership Program
Session Guide

Session 1:

Introspection: The Authentic You

October 13 , 2017

When was the last time you took an honest look at yourself? Leadership is not only
understanding the qualities of those you lead, but also a frank understanding of who you are as a leader.
Leadership might be in your DNA, yet you might not see the obstacles that impede women from maximizing
their leadership capabilities. This session raises awareness and shares how to leap those hurdles that hinder
women from being empowered leaders.

Session 2:

Focus: Vision and Executive

October 20, 2017

To launch your leadership journey strategically, this session gives you the tools to develop a vision for your
career providing the direction needed to chart your course and make the choices you need along the way.
Executive presence builds your confidence and inspires others’ confidence in you as a developing leader. In
this session you will learn how to maximize your presence by engaging your poise, personality, body
language, voice and communication in a manner that will draw people to you and your ideas, and
encourage collaboration and trust in the workplace.

Session 3:

Mind Over Matter: Managing Your Perspective

October 27, 2017

Women seemed to have heightened intuition skills and use them more often than men. Research shows that there is a validity
and strength to a woman’s intuition and going with your gut is not just a knee jerk reaction, it is coming from your collective
experiences and plays a tremendous role in our decisions. Women have learned to develop stronger observation and non-verbal
skills, allowing women to better read facial expressions resulting in intuitive decisions. During this session, learn analytical
approaches to decision making using a holistic approach. You will learn how to “give yourself permission” and set realistic smart
goals.

Session 4:

Power: Leadership Presence

November 3, 2017

No leader succeeds alone. Executives who invest in building trusted relationships with peers, direct reports,
managers and leaders of their organizations and their industries move up to leadership positions and
achieve positive results. This session will address building your own entourage - a personal advisory board
and an influential network - propelling you forward to reach your goals and making you a more resilient
leader. It will give you the tools to enable powerful conversations that lead to collaboration and support for
you to have the career you envision.
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Rising with Edge Women’s Leadership Program
Meet the Instructors
Course Information
Meet the Instructors
Ivy Algazy is the CEO and Founder of The Ivy Network, LLC a women’s leadership training
company with the mission to teach women to embrace their power and be stronger bolder leaders.
Ivy is also the Executive Director of the Women’s Collaborative. Currently, Ivy writes a monthly
column for the Long Island Business News (LIBN) highlighting topics in women’s leadership. Ivy’s
career began in education and leadership training. Previously, she worked for the American Heart
Association as the Director for the “Go Red for Women” and North Shore-LIJ Health System as the
Director of Community Outreach for Women’s Health. Ivy studied at Tel Aviv University and received her BS from
SUNY Regents College. She earned her Coaching Certification from The Institute for Professional Excellence in
Coaching (iPEC) and has a Certificate of High Performance Leadership from Cornell University.

Leslie Grossman co-founded the Women’s Leadership Exchange. Her books, Link Out: and
Sellsation! and her TED Talk “The Value of Having an Entourage” are the basis for her training
programs. Leslie held leadership roles in NAWBO, Impact Leadership 21, The Everest Project and
Unleashed. She has presented to numerous organizations including women physicians at Cleveland
Clinic, executives at Aetna, MetLife and AXA and women entrepreneurs on a speaking tour
throughout Japan for the U.S. Embassy. She coaches and facilitates for Vistage International and is
on the adjunct faculty for The George Washington University Center for Excellence in Public
Leadership. She has received the “Spirit of Collaboration” Award presented at the Impact Leadership 21 Power of
Collaboration Summit at the United Nations in 2016. Her leadership blog appears regularly in CommPro.biz and the
Huffington Post, as well as other publications.

Course Information
Session Dates:

October 13, 20, 27

November 3

Tuition includes all materials, course manual, and refreshments.
All participants receive complementary membership into The Ivy Network Inner Circle professional
network.
Tuition: $1800 if paid by 9/15 ($2000 after 9/15)
Additional Coaching sessions are available to complement this course. Call 516-743-8220 for information.
Call for special non-profit pricing
Class begins promptly at 1:00 and end promptly at 4:00 am. Networking begins at 12:30.
Classes will be held in Melville, NY.
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